
Table Service POS

From long wait times, to slow service and incorrect orders, a number of 

factors can lead to a poor experience at your restaurant.  Focus POS 

helps busy restaurants manage table seating, increase table turnover and 

average ticket size to increase the profitability of their operations. Focus 

Table Service POS enables restaurants to optimize labor and streamline 

food preparation to ensure the best possible service. 

Specifically designed for table service restaurants, Focus POS allows 

restaurant managers to keep a pulse on restaurant operations at all 

times. Easily manage seating and streamline every stage of the serving 

process to make sure customers receive the right meal at the right 

time.  In seconds, send orders to the kitchen, bar or other stations in 

the restaurant from your POS system to improve order accuracy and 

customer service times. Meal-stage notifications let servers know the 

appropriate time to deliver drinks, appetizers, salads and entrees. Easily 

hold and reserve tables, split checks or take orders tableside with our 

Mobile POS solution.
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Easily manage seating and 
hold and reserve tables

Keep track of tables with 
graphical floor plans, meal 
stage notifications and table 
status reports

Increase table turnover by 
processing several tables 
at once

Quickly enter orders and pay 
out checks with our intuitive 
touch screen interface

Take orders tableside with 
our mobile POS solutions

Securely process credit 
cards 

Offer customized reloadable 
gift cards

Attract repeat customers with 
powerful loyalty programs

Easily generate a variety 
of detailed business driver 
reports

Receive reports by email or 
text message at specified 
times or intervals

Control labor costs and meet 
federal guidelines with real-
time labor management

Streamline scheduling with 
reusable templates

Use forecasted and 
historical sales to schedule 
for special events, seasons 
or peak times
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Inventory control

Menu downloads

Sales contests 

Corporate messages

Fingerprint recognition

Online ordering

Invoicing

Customize table floor plans

Employee performance reports
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